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Abstract 
This study examines the framing of African American characters on prime time 
television medical dramas. It also examines the differences and comparisons that national 
network television and cable network television have in portraying its African American 
characters. Four popular prime time medical dramas - House M.D., Nip/Tuc/, Grey's Anatomy, 
and HawthoXNe - were analyzed under the framing theory. The method used to analyze these 
shows was a content analysis. Each African American character was analyzed on their physique, 
personality, prominence of role, and character interactions. The results indicate that African 
American's are being framed in a positive light compared to years before. Also, cable network 
television and nation network television do portray and treat its African American characters 
differently, specifically in visual depiction and prominence of the role the African American 
holds. 
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Introduction 
Throughout media history African Americans have been segregated, over and 
underrepresented, and stereotyped on every media outlet possible. However, television is one 
media outlet that has a huge impact on its viewers. The media "agenda sets" and "frames" 
situations, events, or people the way that they want to make us think and see what the media 
wants us to. 
Glascock (2003) found that even though black and white characters were found 
equivalent in many ways on primetime television programming, program segregation was still 
problematic - with African Americans being primarily found in situational comedies, and blacks 
were more verbally aggressive, but less physically aggressive than warranted by their overall 
representation. Mastro and Greenberg (2000) found that African Americans were negatively 
portrayed more often than Caucasian or Latino characters on prime time television. They were 
especially found to be judged as the laziest, least respected, dressed more provocative and were 
the most disheveled. 
Furthermore, to show framing working at its finest, Dixon (2008) found that heavier 
viewing of African American overrepresentation on local news as criminals was positively 
related to the perception of African Americans as violent among his surveyed viewers. 
Framing is defined as "the process by which a communication source constructs and 
defines a social or political issue for its audience," by Nelson and Oxley (1 997, p. 22 1). The 
above descriptions of previous research studies are examples of this definition of framing. We 
see framing every day, everywhere. 
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This is also how stereotypes are formed. A stereotype is "A conventional, formulaic, and 
oversimplified conception, opinion, or image" according to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary. 
One major frame that we are told to see about African Americans, which is a stereotype, is that 
African Americans are criminals and violent ones. We think this because of the portrayals of 
them we see on our local and national news channels as well as on television shows. However, 
according to a study done by Mastro and Robinson (2000) African Americans are actually 
overrepresented in television as criminals as are African Americans overrepresented as officers 
according to Bureau of Justice Statistics they provided. 
The purpose of this study is to verify and validate these examples, and many more, are 
still true today about African American's on television, especially on prime time medical 
dramas. Medical dramas have become a huge genre on prime time television with national 
networks and cable networks creating and premiering many new medical dramas over the past 
five years. Examples of these medical dramas would be, Hozrse M.D., Grey's Anatomy, Private 
Practice, Nip/Tzrck, Ti-aztma, Mercy, and Nurse Jackie -just to name a few. 
One of the main objectives of this study is to see if national network channels treat 
African American characters differently than cable networks. This is because not everyone has 
access to cable networks, yet anyone with a television can access NBC, ABC, FOX, and CBS 
making these channels easily accessible and easily viewed. Another objective of this study is to 
see if the stereotypes of African Americans personality wise and visual wise are still intact as 
described by previous research studies. In addition to these two objectives, we are also trying to 
find out if the African American characters will be assimilated into Caucasian culture already or 
do they still have African American attributes. Some researchers have found that African 
Americans that are on a television show with a dominantly white cast, would have Caucasian 
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features physically and personality wise. This is being done to build upon theory, expand views 
already research, and to better understand how and why African Americans are portrayed in this 
way by the media. 
The rationale behind this study was initially sheer curiosity. However, after delving into 
research and learning about the many negative and stereotyped frames of African American it is 
important to learn why - and how - the media portrays blacks this way then we can learn and 
possibly shed our subjective thoughts about African Americans. 
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Literature Review 
Ajrican Americans in the Media 
Within the 1990s African Americans were overrepresented according to different Census 
categories. Gilens' (1996) research on race and poverty in America validated this. Starting 
January 1, 1988 to December 3 1, 1992, Gilens analyzed the content of every story in three news 
magazines and also analyzed three weeknight network news television shows. Within network 
news television shows on ABC, NBC, and CBS, 534 stories on poverty were analyzed. 1,100 
images of poor people could be coded for, 65 percent of them being African American. Gilens 
then analyzed Time, Newswcek, and U.S. News and World Report, he found 182 stories that 
never mentioned a race in the heading and was strictly about poverty. Within those stories, 2 14 
pictures were found where 635 poor people were identified. He found that African American's 
depicted 62 percent of the poor people in those pictures. However, African Americans, 
according to U.S. Census data then, only represented 29 percent of the poor population in the 
United States. From this, he argued that these numbers reinforce the negative stereotype of 
blacks being poverty stricken. 
Gilens (1 999) evidence and statistics from public opinion polls and analyzed media 
content on public policy and welfare reforms, that the images network news use of African 
Americans contributes to the perception of Afhcan Americans as lazy and undeserving of 
welfare assistance, which then reinforces the negative stereotype of African Americans as being 
lazy and undeserving. 
A prime example where these findings by Gilens (1 996,1999) can be reviewed is within 
the media coverage of the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. Most of the news coverage in the 
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aftermath were of those who were poor and A h c a n  American. Haider-Markel, Delehanty, and 
Beverlin (2007) study discussed the negative shaping and attitudes towards African Americans 
due to their portrayal during the aftermath. They discussed a column done by Kinney (2005) 
where he did a content analysis comparison of two Associated Press stories that were distributed 
on the same day, August 30,2005, during the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. In one story, a 
White couple is pictured wading through floodwater and the caption states, "Two residents, wade 
through chest-deep water afterJinding bread and soda from a local grocery store." The other 
image was a young Black man shown in almost the exact same situation, but the caption read, "A 
young man waIks through chest deep flood water after looting a grocery store in New Orleans." 
Kinney (2005) concluded that White victims of Katrina found food whiIe Blacks stole or looted 
food. This verifies that African American victims of Hurricane Katrina were being painted in a 
less than positive or unsympathetic light supporting the negative stereotyping of African 
Americans. 
Along with news magazines, business magazines and women's magazines also help 
emphasize negative depiction of African Americans. Keenan (1 996) conducted content analysis 
of advertisements and editorial photographs that appeared in black and mainstream magazine 
from 1989 through 1994 to show that Blacks have lighter complexions and more Caucasian 
features. The magazines Keenan used were two monthly women's magazines Glamour and 
Essence, and two business magazines, Forttmc and Black Enterprise. Since there was an 
abundant representation of Blacks in Essence and Black Enterprise, Keenan selected twelve 
issues, from 1989 to 1994, with two months from each year being selected. Every calendar 
month was also represented. This resulted in 573 advertisement and 654 editorial photographs. 
Each individual model depicted was coded for sex, complexion, eye color, width of nose, and 
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prominence of lips. The product being advertised was also coded for in advertisements. 
Keenan's results found that Blacks found in advertisements appeared to be more Caucasian 
looking than those in editorial photographs. The two variables that were found statistically 
significant were complexion and eye color. Both were depicted much lighter in advertisements 
within the magazines than within the editorial photographs. Also, the female models were the 
ones to have more Caucasian features than their male counterparts. These findings, though they 
do not give off a negative portrayal, they certainly depict a distorted view of African Americans. 
Business magazines also were used again within a study done by Rowley and Kurpius 
(2003). The two conducted a textual analysis of three business magazines - Forbes, Fortune, 
and Black Enterprise - and how each covers the Black business community. Magazine samples 
spanned nine months, July 2000 through March 200 1 and the data gathered consisted of 1,84 1 
articles from nine issues of each magazine. Rowley and Kurpius found that African Americans 
were "virtually ignored" in Forbes and Fortune. However, the difference between the types of 
coverage each magazine has does affect this. For example, Forbes and Fortune focuses more on 
wealth management compared to Black Enterprise's focus is more on small business and wealth 
building. Ever though there's small differences like the one stated above, Rowley and Kurpius 
has come to the conclusion that Forbes and Fortune fail to portray that there are members of the 
Black community who as financially successful and leaves a sense with the reader that there are 
no Black role models. Also, as Rowley and Kurpius (2003) noted, in the rare instances that 
Blacks were mentioned the portrayals were less than flattering. An example they discovered was 
in Forbes February 5,2001 issue. The magazine featured a story about an opportunity to 
volunteer in a rural village in Africa. The picture with the piece showed a group of poor 
Afkicans crowded in a classroom. It was, once again, a reinforcing negative stereotypical image. 
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Another dominant stereotypical image, besides poor and poverty-stricken, would be the 
stereotype of being the criminal. Entman (1994) analyzed images of African Americans in a 
thirty-day sample of videotaped new programs that were featured in ABC, CBS, and NBC, and 
did a computer analysis of verbatim transcripts of ABC's nightly news program for one year. 
The thirty-day samples were three ten-day periods taped during January, February, and March 
1990, and the transcripts were from January 1990 to June 1990 and July 199 1 to December 1991. 
Within his analysis Entman found that African Americans were "sources or victims of trouble" 
since 138 of the stories centrally involved blacks who were criminals, activist and loud 
politicians, or were victims of misfortune (fire, poverty, racial discrimination). This number 
counted for 46.4 percent of the stories, which is nearly half of the coverage depicting blacks as 
threats and non-contributors to American society. Also, Entman found that African Americans 
were represented mostly as perpetrators or victims of crime and were more likely than Whites to 
appear as criminals in drug and violent crime stories on network news. One of the most striking 
depictions for Entman was that Blacks were twice as likely as Whites to be shown being 
physically grasped by a police officer. Even within the verbal representations of African 
Americans, found in the verbatim, well over one-third of the 196 stories treated Blacks as 
victims. Blacks acting in politics were, once again, the second largest depiction. 
On top of Entman's findings in 1994, Dixon (2008) has found many similar findings in 
numerous studies he has done on racial beliefs and stereotypes in the media. Dixon conducted a 
survey of Los Angeles County adults to determine whether exposure to the overrepresentation of 
Blacks as criminals on local news programs, attention to crime news, and news trust predicted 
perceptions of Blacks and crime. Telephone surveys were conducted from November 19,2002 
to January 29,2003. The reason Los Angeles County was chosen as the location was because 
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research Dixon discussed shown that its news stations consistently overrepresent Blacks as 
criminals. A total of 506 respondents took part in the survey. From the respondent's answers, 
Dixon found that news exposure, attention to crime news, and news trust are positively 
associated with the perception of Blacks as violent. 
Furthermore, Dixon (2008) did another random telephone survey of nonstudent adult 
residents in the county of Los Angeles, California to determine whether exposure to network 
news has an effect on racial attitudes and perceptions of African Americans. A total of 506 
respondents took part in the survey. Respondents were first asked their basic demographic 
questions (gender, age, education, political ideology, income, and race). Then respondents were 
asked how often they read newspapers, how diverse their neighborhood was, how often they 
watched their favorite local news program, how often they watched their favorite network news 
program and which it was. They then were asked to estimate the average African American 
family's total household income, assess the extent to which they agreed with a number of 
stereotypical statements of African Americans, and their level of racism. From the responses and 
statistics gathered, Dixon found that exposure to network news increased the approval of African 
American stereotypes and was positively associated with higher scores for racism. Dixon then 
concluded that it is possible that network news does reinforce stereotypes and racial prejudice 
due to how much exposure the respondent had. 
However, these views, stereotypes, and over-underrepresentation aren't only found on 
network or local news. These situations are also found within television series, specifically 
during prime time television. 
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African Americans on Prime Time Televisiort 
Though some researchers have reported that black representation on television has 
reached an equal point with African American population figures, within certain television 
genres African Americans are either overrepresented or underrepresented to their population 
numbers. Glascock (2003) conducted a content analysis of a sample week of prime time 
television on FOX, WB, and UPN during the fall 2001 television season. One episode from each 
show was randomly taped giving 39 shows to be analyzed. Glascock coded only the characters 
that had speaking parts on the show giving him 556 characters to be coded. He coded for normal 
demographic information (race, number of malelfemale characters, marital status, parental status, 
occupation, age, etc.) as well as coding the behaviors of the characters; including: verbal 
aggression, physical aggression, and showing affection since that had been a stereotypical male 
trait. His results found that blacks made up 15.3 percent of all the characters, but that they were 
featured more frequently on sitcoms at 76.5 percent and only featured 10 percent in dramas. He 
also found that blacks were portrayed younger than their Caucasian cast mates. 63.5 percent of 
the black characters coded for fell within the 18-34 age range where for Caucasians they split 
between the 18-34 (46.6%) age range and the 35-54 (30.4%) age range. However they were 
almost equal in job statuses and employment, body weight and the way they dress, but blacks 
were limited to just sitcoms. 
Furthermore, Signorielli (2009) did a content analysis of eight week-long sample of 
network prime time programs broadcast between 2000 and 2008. The sample consisted of 706 
programs and the unit of analysis consisted of 2,926 central characters who were those that were 
in leading and supporting roles. After her analysis, she found that Blacks are found to only be 
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equal with the Census data due to their appearance in situational comedies. If networks begin to 
reduce the number of situational comedies it is possible that the representation of blacks in prime 
time will decrease. Also, Signorielli found that between 2000 and 2008 the representation of 
African Americans on prime time television declined. In 2000, African Americans appeared in 
prime time television 16 percent, but then over the next eight years it decreased to 12 percent. 
The 16 percent in 2000 could have been because of the strong protest from the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and other civil rights groups 
about the 1999-2000 networks season (NAACP, 1999; Henderson & Baldasty, 2003). Kweisi 
Mfume, President and CEO of the NAACP, called the proposed networks season a "virtual 
whitewash in programming," and threatened suit and boycott against NBC, ABC, CBS, and Fox 
(NAACP, 1999; Henderson & Baldasty, 2003). Because of this threat networks quickly added 
African Americans to autumn 1999 prime time shows and promised NAACP that in the coming 
year's diversity would be greater (NAACP, 1999; Henderson & Baldasty, 2003; Goodale, 1999). 
Children Now (2000) describes race on television the best, concluding from its study that "the 
world of prime-time broadcast television does not reflect the diversity that is apparent in the 
world outside the screen." With this said, the follow research question was developed: 
RQ1: Will African Americans be overrepresented or underrepresented according 
to population statistics? 
On top of decreasing numbers of portrayals of African Americans on television, the 
views of African Americans in other media are still apparent on prime time television. Glascock 
(2003) conducted a content analysis of 39 shows - 24 comedies and 15 dramas - from FOX, 
WB, and UPN networks over a week during the fall 2001 television season. The unit of analysis 
was the individual character, but those only with a speaking role. This resulted in having 556 
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characters to code for. The characters were coded for normal demographics, but also for their 
behaviors and reactions. Examples of these coded traits are verbal aggression as well as physical 
aggression. After coding, Glascock found that Blacks made up 15.3 percent of all characters. 
However, they were represented more fi-equently in comedies than Whites. All but one show 
that had black characters was a comedy. Glascock also found that Blacks characters were 
overweight, younger than White characters, and more verbally aggressive, but less physically 
aggressive. 
A study done by Children Now (2000) also found that African Americans on television 
are normally presented as stereotypes, as peripheral characters, or as people who had assimilated 
into the larger White culture. A content analysis was done for the 1999-2000 fall prime time 
television season was conducted that included 20 programs. Only the first three episodes of each 
show were recorded and analyzed. Overall, 406 characters were examined for the study: 271 
White characters; 95 African Americans; 16 Latinos; 14 Asian Americans; and 10 coded as 
"other." The above findings were found as well as the fact that three-fourths of the African 
Americans coded for were never shown having a family life. Children Now argued that because 
of this, and as research shows, children get messages about race by seeing this. Since they are 
rarely shown at work and at home, it develops a sense that the character is not important enough 
and makes it hard for viewers to identify with them. 
While Children Now found that African Americans were portrayed mainly at the work 
place, Signorielli and Kahlenberg (2001) also found that when African American characters are 
portraying an employed character they were less likely to be cast in professional occupations and 
their superior, or the person they reported to, was white. They conducted a content analysis of 3 
1 1 -week spans of prime time television programs (8 to 11 p.m.) between fall 1990 and spring 
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1998 to look at the employment roles and gender roles of prime time television characters of the 
1990s. Every individual character was coded for creating a sample of 3,119 characters. They 
coded for basic demographics and what type of character they were in the show (supporting, 
leading, etc.) as well as for 68 different categories for employment roles. The results found that 
minorities, especially minority women, were less likely to have a profession or place of 
employment and if they did their superior was an older, white male. Men of minority were also 
extremely overrepresented within the field of law enforcement professions. With this said a 
research question is developed: 
RQ2: Will African American's be the subordinate to Caucasian males or to 
another ethnic group? 
According to Mastro and Greenberg (2000) African Americans were also more 
negatively portrayed than Caucasian or other minorities in their content analysis done in the fall 
of 1996. Over six weeks, a one week sample was created of prime time television programs that 
appeared on ABC, CBS, FOX, and NBC. Sports, news, and public affairs were excluded. Each 
individual minority character that appeared in leading or supporting roles, as long as the spoke, 
were coded for. They coded basic demographics as well as the type of role the minority held, 
weight (thin-obese), height (short-tall), hair color (blonde-black), skin color (fair skin-dark skin), 
and accent (no accent-heavy accent). They also coded their behaviors: articulate-inarticulate, 
quiet-loud, passive-aggressive, lazy-motivated, ridiculed-respected, and dumb-smart. The 
character appearance (dirty-clean, disheveled-well-groomed, professional attire-casual attire, 
provocative attire-conservative attire, excessive accessories-no accessories, excessive makeup-no 
makeup) was also assessed. Their results found that characters on the shows with African 
American supporting roles because of their actions were judged as the laziest, were the least 
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respected, dressed most provocatively and most disheveled. With this said, the following 
research questions were developed: 
RQ3: Will African American characters be shown as the least respected (being talked 
down to, gossiped about, jokes and pranks played on, etc.)? 
RQ4: Will African American character be dressed less professionally, more 
provocatively and untidy? 
They also found that most of the African Americans were once again found on comedies. 
To discuss the criminal and law abiding stereotypes African American's always are 
linked to Mastro and Robinson (2000) did a content analysis for a two-week period on ethnic 
portrayals of police officers and criminals found in prime time television programming in the fall 
of 1997. The networks were not only national networks, but also cable networks. Included were 
ABC, CBS, Fox, NBC, The Family Channel, Lifetime, TNT and USA. This gave 330 programs 
and with 393 police officers, 175 criminals, and 173 policelperpetrator first interactions as the 
units of analysis. They coded for basic demographic (gender, age and race) for both the police 
officer and perpetrator and also coded for several different types of interactions. These 
interactions included: any chase on foot, car, or motorcycle; any fighting using fists or body 
parts, clubs, or guns; any shooting (whether someone was shot); the level of force which ranged 
from no force to excessive force; the need for force (whether it was necessary or unnecessary). 
After the information was gathered and analyzed, Mastro and Robinson found that 
Caucasians made up the largest majority of officers at 75 percent and African Americans at 19 
percent. For law breakers, Caucasians represented 86 percent and African Americans at 5 
percent. These findings show that African Americans are overrepresented as police officers 
compared to real world data, according to 1995 BJS figures, they found. 
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Also according to the statistics, African Americans are underrepresented as the criminal 
on television as well. It was also found by Mastro and Robinson (2000) that Caucasian officers 
would use excessive force toward young, non-Caucasian criminals. These notions of excessive 
force that are being viewed on television can suggest that these images influence viewers' 
perceptions of race. Also, as Mastro and Robinson pointed out, these images can make viewers' 
perceive that all behaviors of minority groups are highly problematic and must be controlled by 
whatever means necessary. 
Besides criminal shows, another television genre where African American's are 
stereotyped, and make up the majority of their representation numbers on TV as noted in 
numerous studies, would be the situational comedy genre. In a content analysis study conducted 
by Mastro and Greenberg (2001) they found that African Americans were featured almost 
equally between sitcoms (34%) and crime shows (40%). This statistic was found over a one 
week, sample from all prime time, fictional programming on ABC, CBS, FOX, and NBC in the 
fall of 1996 (Mastro and Greenberg, 2001). 
Framing Theory 
Framing is the process of how the media portrays someone or something visually. When 
this is done, the media is telling us how to depict and view that someone or something. Chong 
and Druckman (2007) created a short definition composed of quotes from other researchers that 
describes framing to a T: 
"A frame in communication 'organizes everyday reality' (Tuchman, 1978, p. 193) by 
providing 'meaning to an unfolding strip of events' (Gamson & Modigliani, 1987, p. 143; 
1989) and promoting 'particular definitions and interpretations of political issues' (Shah 
et al. 2002, p. 343)" 
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Another definition of framing that is a bit simpler was given by Nelson and Oxley (1997, p. 221). 
Framing can be understood as "the process by which a communication source constructs and 
defines a social or political issue for its audience." 
Framing Theory has been used in a variety of studies mainly to see how the media 
portrays a certain event, thing, or persons. Entman (2003) argues that the media "patrols the 
boundaries of culture" and it can hinder or advance the way a certain someone or something is 
viewed by its viewers' perceptions. He supports this view by describing what he called a "frame 
contest" by two journalists, Seymour Hersh and Thomas Friedman during the aftermath of 911 1 
and the 'war on terrorism.' During this time, the United States had focused its attention on 
Afghanistan therefore influencing the media to focus media stories involving the 'war on 
terrorism' and 911 1 with Afghanistan. However, Hersh, in a 2002 article, he had tried to point 
out that it wasn't Afghanistan that was the United States' huge threat, it was actually Saudi 
Arabia. Hersh pointed out that Osama bin Laden and 15 of the 19 hijackers of 9/11 were 
actually Saudis. 
Friedman also tried to do the same in two published essays (20014 2001 b) that were 
within the New Yovk Times. He also brought up the claim that Saudi Arabia was actually more 
of a threat than Afghanistan and that Saudi Arabia's holy family actually had links to terrorism. 
Unfortunately, these assertions by these two men were simply brushed under the rug. Entman's 
analysis looked up all mentions of the word "Saudi" "terror(ism, ist)" in Nexis "Major Papers" 
library. The period length he searched under was from October 1,2001 through November 30, 
2001 and it yielded 682 hits, but if the story was non-US. media, letters to the editor, or passing 
references that did not clearly refer to the searched topic were excluded. This exclusion reduced 
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the number of hits to only 1 10. Out of the 11 0, only 25 linked Saudi royalties or government to 
terrorism and none were discussed until after Friedman's October 5 column. 
Furthermore, most of the stories appeared on editorial pages rather than actually news 
pages. Because of the Saudi's ally ties to the U.S. Elites and oil supplies the United States 
received oil that would be threatened if Saudi Arabia was accused of terrorism against the U.S., 
these ideas were ignored and America believed that Iraq was the actual culprit of the 911 1 attacks 
on America. Also, the only reason the idea that Saudi Arabia was a possible threat came about 
was because once lawsuits were filed by 911 1 victims and because of U.S. politicians speaking 
out against Saudi Arabia it was picked up by the media. This supports the definitions of what 
framing is and how the media influences our perceptions and what to think about. 
Rodgers, Kenix, and Thorson (2007), argued that the way the media depicts a subgroup 
of American society (women, ethnic minorities, senior citizens, etc.) plays a role in "framing and 
constructing emotion meaning" of subgroups in American society. They selected a prestigious 
U.S. West Coast daily newspaper that has won Pulitzer Prizes for its photographs and obtained 
copies from October 1998 to December 1999 to gather their sample. Overall, 21 issues were 
selected and each photograph within the issue that had at least one individual in the photograph 
were coded. From that a total of 790 photographs were analyzed and 1,595 individuals were 
coded. Rodgers, Kenix, and Thorson coded three demographic categories and three emotional. 
The demographics were: gender, ethnicity, and age. Emotion was coded for by pleasure (happy, 
sad, neutral), arousal (calm, excited, neutral), and dominance (dominant, submissive, neutral); 
this is also known as PAD. 
Their results found that significantly more men than women were portrayed as sad, 
excited, and dominant while more women than men were portrayed as happy, calm, and 
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submissive. They also found that on the pleasure aspect that more African Americans and 
Caucasians were happy compared to Asian Americans and Latinos, and more Latinos were sad 
than any other ethnicity. On the arousal aspect, significantly more African Americans were 
shows as excited compared to the other ethnic groups and African Americans were also found to 
be significantly dominant as well. These depictions help paint a stereotypical picture of what a 
certain gender and ethnic person would look in society. Since most women were since as happy, 
calm and submissive, a person would then perceive all women would have a "smile on her face, 
a calm demeanor, and a submissive stance." All of these depictions reinforce stereotype 
perceptions amongst its viewers. 
Another instance of the framing theory at work would be the Hurricane Katrina aftermath 
example with the black victim and white victim photograph and caption. As Haider-Markel, 
Delehanty, and Beverlin (2007) found, Huddy and Feldman (2006) also concluded the same 
findings involving the framing of the victims of Hurricane Katrina. They used data from the 
American Racial Opinion Survey (AROS) where a three-wave telephone questionnaire was 
given to participants. The only wave that dealt with Hurricane Katrina was the third wave that 
happened in late September 2005 to early November 2005, right after Hurricane Katrina and the 
beginning of the aftermath stage. A total of 774 participants responded: 507 Whites and 267 
Blacks. The results of the questions asked within the questionnaire found that Blacks had a 
negative attitude toward the government's response, but at the same time, the way the media 
depicted black victims caused Whites to have less sympathy for those affected. 
In conclusion, many of the above depictions, perceptions, and stereotypes can also be 
viewed within not only television in general, but specifically prime time television medical 
dramas. Recent studies have only covered sitcoms and crime television shows, when, today, 
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many hit prime time television shows are actually medical dramas. House M.D., on FOX, is a 
prime example. Home M.D. has drawn an average of 12 to 20 million viewers pew week, per 
season since it premiered in November 2004 (TV by the Numbers, Neilsen). The show also has 
a main African American character played by actor Omar Epps. Gre-y 's Anatoiny, on ABC, is 
another example. Since its premier in March 2005, Grey's Anatomy has drawn an average of 14 
to 2 1 million viewers per week, per season. The show also has two dominant African American 
characters on the show, but used to have three up until the fourth season. However, these shows 
are on national networks though and can be viewed by any viewer with access to basic cable. No 
recent studies have covered medical dramas like Nip/Tuck on FX or HawtlzoRNe on USA 
networks which are non-basic cable. Also added to the mix of prime time medical dramas on 
non-basic cable is Showtime's Nurse Jackie that has had a significant response with lead actress, 
Edie Falco, being nominated for Best Lead Actress in a Comedy Series by the Golden Globes 
(Golden Globes, 20 10) committee and Outstanding Performance by a Female Actor in a Comedy 
Series by the Screen Actors Guild (SAG Awards, 2010). With this said, a research question will 
be proposed: 
RQ5: Will the portrayal of African Americans on non-basic cable television 
networks be the same as basic cable portrayals? 
Based on previous research that was discussed, the current study will predict that: 
HI: The more argumentative African American characters are the more likely 
they are to have a criminal background. 
H2: The more criminal background African American characters have the more 
likely they are to being physically or verbally aggressive towards their co- 
characters. 
H3: The older the superior Caucasian is on the television show, the younger the 
African American character will be. 
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Methodology 
The current studying examining the portrayal of African Americans on prime time 
medical dramas in order to find if the framing of African Americans on these shows are 
stereotypical and match the frames of previous research a content and textual analysis is being 
conducted on two shows from national television networks and two from cable television 
networks were selected. 
ABC's Grey's Anatomy and FOX'S House M.D., season three for both of these shows, 
were chosen due to their high popularity and ratings according to Nielsen. Since Grey's 
Anatomy S premiere in 2005 the show has obtained over 15 million viewers every season. 
Season three, specifically, obtained an average of 21.3 million viewers per week making that 
season the highest viewed season for the show (ABC, 2007). For House M.D., the show 
achieved its highest ratings and viewership during its third season. An average of 19.4 million 
viewers watched Home M.D. each week (Nielsen Business Media, 2007). The two shows also 
have African American characters that are essential to storylines and who have been guest stars 
as patients or other subordinates. 
The two cable network shows selected were USA's HawtkoRNe and FX's Nip/Tuck. 
HaruthoRNe was chosen due to the nature of the study and the reviewing of African American 
characters. The one lead character is Christina Hawthorne, who is played by Jada Pinkett Smith, 
a very well-known African American actress (IMDb.com, 201 0). HawtlzoRNc has only been on 
for one season, therefore the first, and only, season available will be analyzed. FX's Nip/Tzick 
was chosen due to its following and cult-like following because of writer and producer Ryan 
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Murphy. Season four is the only season that features the only recurring African American 
character (IMDb.com, 201 0). 
Based on the criteria above, these four shows total 74 episodes that are to be reviewed 
(Hozue M.D.: 24 episodes, Grey's Anatomy: 25 episodes, Nip/Tuck: 15 episodes, HawtlzoRNe: 10 
episodes). 49 episodes at from national networks and 25 are from cable networks. This 
represents a convenience sample. 
Unit of' A nalysis 
The unit of analysis in the current study is the individual African American character that 
is a lead character, co-star, guest star, or background character that appeared on-screen and had a 
speaking role. This ranged from characters with one line to characters with multiple lines that 
were recurring throughout the television season. This resulted in 169 characters to code for the 
primary coder. A list of specific episodes coded by the primary coder can be seen on page 46. 
Procedure 
The author of this study was the primary coder, coding each television episode during the 
months of September 201 0 to October 2010. The individual African American character that 
possessed a speaking role were coded for basic demographic information (billing, gender, and 
age) then coded for visual depiction, personality attributes, character interaction, and 
prominence. Each are described and broken down in the measures and analysis section. 
Measures and Airalysis 
Visual Depiction 
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One main reason for analyzing the visual depiction of the African American character is 
because as Keenan (1 996) found in his analysis of magazines that African American models in 
advertisements were found to be more Caucasian-like, especially the women featured. 4-point 
likert scales were then developed to analyze the visual portrayals of the African American 
characters. The following variables were coded for: weight (muscular, thin, average, obese), 
height (short, medium, average, tall), hair color (light coloredhone at all, somewhat light, 
somewhat dark, dark), skin color (extremely fair, somewhat fair, light brown, dark skin), 
cleanliness of character - whether he was cleanly shaven or the character has stains on clothing 
or his or her place, work or home, was disorderly (extremely dirty, dirty, clean, extremely clean), 
professional attire (extremely professional, business casual, completely casual, unprofessional), 
and casual attire (whether it was normal -jeans and a t-shirt, dressy - dress pants, skirts, etc., 
provocative, or unknown since the character was never depicted out of professional setting). 
Persoizality Attributes 
The personality of each African American character was also assessed due to many 
previous studies that involved the traits of African Americans. Each attribute was analyzed on a 
5-point likert scale based on if the attribute was an appropriate portrayal the character during the 
show. So, the points ranged from not appropriate to very appropriate. If the character did not 
show any of the attribute not appropriate was to be chosen for that personality attribute. The 
personality attributes that were assessed were: authoritative, lazy, passive, competent, intelligent, 
confrontational, obedient, hard-working, serious, manipulative, funny, and family-oriented. The 
appropriateness of these personality traits will help decipher if the stereotypical traits Mastro and 
Greenberg (2001) had coded for in their study of African American characters in prime time 
television are also found in medical dramas. 
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Chamcter Interaction 
The interaction with other characters was also assessed to see how the character was 
treated by its co-characters and to see how the character treated his or her co-characters. This 
was divided into two separate parts: the character to his or her co-characters and the co- 
characters to the individual African American being analyzed. The reason for this is to see if the 
co-characters treat the character much more negatively or much more positively than the 
character would do unto him or herself and to his or her co-characters. 
The variables that are being assessed for the character to his or her co-characters are: 
aggression (verbally and physically), respect toward his or his cohorts, sexual advances, 
belittlement toward his or her co-characters (jokes about them in a rude matter, etc.), and if he or 
her is emotional or unemotional during critical life-changing situations for a co-character (caring, 
warmth, uncaring, etc.). 
The variables that are being assessed for the character's cohorts and how they treat him 
or her are as follows: aggression (verbally and physically), respect toward the character (do they 
talk down to him or her, pull pranks on them, etc.), sexual advance on the character, and if the 
co-characters show emotion or not during critical life-changing situations for the African 
American character. These interactions will be assessed in the same fashion as the personality 
attributes with the appropriateness of the description matches how the characters acted. 
Prominence 
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Prominence of the character being analyzed was also coded for. This is being coded for 
to see how much an importance they are to the television show and to storylines. The two main 
prominence factors that are being assessed are how often the character is seen on the episode, 
which is based on a 4-point likert scale (not prominent, somewhat prominent, neutral, extremely 
prominent) and the prominence of the joblrole they hold on the show (whether they're a chief 
surgeon, doctor, or nurse, etc.). Also, being assessed are the success rates of a case, operation, or 
surgery the character may have had during the individual episode. This variable will be a 
numeric answer. 
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Results 
Research Questioizs 
Research Question #l 
Research question number one questioned if the African American population would be 
overrepresented or underrepresented according to population statistics within the medical field. 
African American's make up nearly 13 percent of the U.S. population and only 4.4 percent of all 
U.S. physicians and surgeons are African American, making African Americans an 
underrepresented minority in the medical field. An appropriate and proportionate estimate of 
African American's in the medical field to the US.  population would be 2 18 per 100,000, but as 
it stands now it is 73 per 100,000 (Rao and Flores, M.D., 2007). Within the sample of 
characters, 100 of the 169 African American characters' that were coded for were actually 
surgeons. This 100 of 169 equals 59 percent of the character's coded for as a surgeon or 
physician which is overly represented in retrospect of the numbers provided by Rao and Flores, 
M.D. (2007). 
Research Question #2 
Research question number two asked if the African American characters on the shows 
would be the subordinate to other races, specifically the Caucasian race (Signorelli and 
Kahlenberg, 2001). And indeed this was the case. For example, on House, Gregory House is the 
main character who leads three diagnosticians, only one is African American. Within Nip/Tuck, 
Michelle Landau, was at first just the wife of Burt Landau, who was a half owner of 
McNamardTroy. Eventually, once Burt Landau became sick and then passed, Michelle Landau 
took his place, but no one took her seriously and she was taken advantage of constantly. 
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However, the show that did not follow suit was Grey's Anatomy. Dr. Richard Webber and Dr. 
Miranda Bailey were the superiority in the hospital. All the interns, who were mainly Caucasian, 
reported to Chief of Residency, Dr. Miranda Bailey and all surgical doctors, who were also 
mainly Caucasian, reported to Dr. Richard Webber who was the Chief of Surgery. 
Research Qzmtion #3 
Research question number three questioned if the African American characters would be 
shown as the least respected within the show. While cross-tabulating the interactions of the co- 
characters to the African American characters, findings would suggest that this is not the case. 
Cross-tabulation was broken down by gender and each interaction to each gender. 69 percent of 
the African American characters (in total) were very well respected by their colleagues and not a 
single male African American was spoken down to or verbally aggressive toward. However, the 
co-character's emotional attachment and caring toward the African American character's (in 
total) came in at 55 percent not being attached to the character, 1 I percent who wavered in 
feelings toward the character, and 34 percent were extremely attached and linked to the 
character. Also, only 1 percent of the female characters were pursued sexually and 1 percent was 
ever verbally and, or physically abused by a co-character on the show. 
Research Question #4 
Research question number four questioned if the African American character would be 
dressed less professionally, more provocatively and uncleanly. Luckily, only three African 
American character's were dressed provocatively, these character's were also all female's who 
one was an escort, another a prostitute, and another was wife of a co-character. These three 
characters only make up 2 percent of the overall number of African American character coded 
for and only 5 percent of female African American characters. However, with being 
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professionally dressed at the job, it varied. 28 percent of the African American characters (in 
total) were dressed either extremely professional, business casual, or completely casual. And the 
major difference is between genders. 46 percent of the African American males were extremely 
professional in their workplace attire compared to the 2 percent of females. Females were more 
business casual with 52 percent dressed within this category. Overall, the African American 
characters were dressed business-like with business casual and professional attire totaling at 56 
percent. As for being clean and tidy, no African American looked a mess or lived in places that 
were unclean. Cleanliness totaled 99 percent with only one African American character being 
considered dirty since they lived on the streets and did not have a decent living place. 
Research Qrrestion #5 
Research question five asked if the portrayal of African Americans on network television 
and cable television would be different or similar to each other. For this, the cross tabulations 
were broken down into four different sections. They are: the prominence of the characters 
(consisted of billing, support to storyline, and seen how often), the characteristics of the 
characters (consisted of gender, age, and physical attributes), the personality of the characters (all 
personality traits coded for), and supporting character interaction (how the character treats 
others, how other character treat the character). 
For the first section, even though cable network television had more lead character's 
billed than national network television, national network television dominated in how many 
African American characters were present on its shows, how supportive they were to the 
storylines, and how often they were seen. Cable network television totaled only 23 percent of 
the characters where as national network television totaled for 77 percent of the characters. 
However, cable network television lead characters were 6 percent of this 23 whereas cable 
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network had no percent of lead characters. 58 percent of national network television's 77 
percent was attributed to co-star billings; another 14 percent were guest stars, and 5 percent were 
background characters. 
However, another difference is seen in the support to the storyline. Out of the 23 percent 
for cable network television, 14 percent of those characters were either somewhat or extremely 
supportive to the storyline, meaning that the characters were crucial to the plot. As for national 
network television, out the 77 percent only 36 percent were somewhat or extremely supportive to 
the storyline. The other 41 percent for national network television and 9 percent for cable 
network television were neutral, somewhat not supportive, or not supportive at all. However, 
cable network television had no characters that had no meaning or support to the storyline 
compared to the 7 percent that national network television had. 
As for prominence of role (how often the character is seen), out of the 14 percent that 
were considered crucial or somewhat crucial to the storyline of cable network television 
primetime medical dramas only 7 percent were prominently seen. Out of national network 
television's 36 percent only 29 percent were prominently seen. 
For the second section, working with the same 23 percent for cable network television 
and 77 percent for national network television, the way the African American characters were 
visually portrayed had similarities and differences. Gender balance had a huge difference. For 
national network television 54 percent of the 77 percent were male characters and only 23 
percent were female characters. However, for cable network television, 19 percent out of the 23 
percent were female characters and only 4 percent were male characters. 
As for ages for these characters, national network television had a wider range of age for 
its characters compared to cable network television. National network television had 2 percent 
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between the ages of 0 to 19 years; 3 percent within the 20 to 29 range; 38 percent between 30 to 
39 years old; 17 percent between 40 to 49 years; and 17 percent that were 50 and up. Cable 
network television, on the other hand, had their characters mainly between the ages of 20 and 49 
years old, with no characters over 50 and only one character, who was a baby, at the 0 to 9 age. 
Involving actual physical attributes, for national network television its African American 
characters were mainly of average weight (36 percent) and tall (35 percent) with dark colored 
hair (43 percent) and dark skin (30 percent). However, out of the 77 percent national network 
television's African American characters make up the total characters coded for, regarding 
weight, 18 percent were considered obese and 22 percent thin; regarding height, 22 percent were 
average height and 17 percent were short; regarding hair color, 33 percent had light colored hair 
or none at all; and regarding skin color, 21 percent were somewhat fair skinned and 25 percent 
had light brown skin. These are all decently high percentages, showing that national network 
television had a variety of portrayals for their African American characters when it comes to the 
physical attributes of them. This was not the case for cable network television's African 
American characters. Its characters were only thin or of average body type - only one character 
was considered obese - and tall with dark hair and somewhat fair skinned. Only one character 
was dark skinned and only one had light colored hair. 
For the third section, both cable and national network television's numbers were quite 
even with the character's personalities. In acting with authority, in total, 33 percent of the 
characters were considered not appropriate and 41 percent were considered extremely 
appropriate. That's 74 percent of the characters accounted for with the other 26 percent falling 
in-between. However, breaking those numbers down by network, 24 percent of national network 
television's African American characters accounted for the 33 percent and the other 9 percent 
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were the cable network television African American characters. And 33 percent of the national 
network television character's who were considered extremely authoritative made up the 41 
percent and the other 8 percent were the cable network television characters. As for laziness, 98 
percent of the characters were considered not appropriate, meaning they were not portrayed as 
lazy people. The other 2 percent were considered somewhat not appropriate and extremely 
appropriate. However, the entire 23 percent of cable network television's African American 
characters were considered not appropriate, whereas the 2 percent that are considered somewhat 
not appropriate and extremely appropriate are within the national network television's 
percentage. 
For competency and intelligence, the percentages were almost the same. Majority of the 
characters for both networks were competent and skilled at what they did, but some did make 
some unintelligent mistakes, making the percentages a bit skewed from each other. 69 percent of 
the 77 percent of national network television's African American characters were considered 
somewhat competent and extremely competent. And 20 percent out of 23 percent of the cable 
network television's African American characters were considered extremely competent with the 
last 2 percent under neutral, somewhat not competent, or not competent at all. But for 
intelligence, only 66 percent out of the 77 percent of national network television's African 
American characters were considered somewhat intelligent or extremely intelligent with the 
other 1 1 percent in defined as neutral or not intelligent at all. However, for cable network 
television's characters, they did not skew at all and were the same as the characters competency. 
With being confrontational, most of the characters were neutral, somewhat not 
confrontational or not confrontational at all. Only 5 of the characters out of the 169 characters 
coded for were somewhat confi-ontational or extremely confrontational. 2 characters out of the 5 
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were from national network television and 3 were from cable network television. These numbers 
can be tied to the passiveness of the characters as well, since only 7 characters out of the 169 
were considered somewhat passive or extremely passive, which none of those 7 characters were 
from cable network television. Cable network television also did not have any of its 23 percent 
of characters coded for under neutral either. All of the characters were considered not passive or 
somewhat not passive. 
For obedience, out of the 77 percent for national network television's characters only 10 
percent were considered not obedient or defiant to their superiors or others they interacted with. 
And only 5 percent of cable network television's 23 percent were considered not obedient or 
defiant to their superiors or others they interacted with. For the other 67 percent and 18 percent 
they were considered either somewhat obedient or extremely obedient to their superiors or the 
other characters they interacted with. In total (national and cable network television), 83 percent 
of the characters were extremely obedient to their superiors or others. And these numbers do not 
skew much with being hard-working as well. Instead of 83 percent of the characters (in total) 
being extremely hard-working, it dropped a bit to 79 percent (in total) who were considered 
extremely hard-working. Also, 2 percent (in total) were considered somewhat hard-working, and 
if combined with the 79 percent, making the percentage now 8 1 percent, only 2 percent from the 
obedient characters are missing, and only 19 percent were considered not hard-working or 
somewhat not hard-working out of the 169 African American character's coded. 
As for seriousness, 64 percent of national network television's 77 percent of characters 
code were considered somewhat serious or extremely serious and the other 13 percent were 
neutral, somewhat not serious, or not serious at all. For cable network television, 2 1 percent of 
its 23 percent were considered extremely serious and the other 2 percent fell into not serious at 
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all which this 2 percent is found with the somewhat funny category that was coded for. 
However, only 12 percent were considered not funny at all, 6 percent somewhat not funny, and 3 
percent sat at neutral. As for national network television 66 percent were considered not funny 
at all, 4 considered somewhat not funny, 5 percent neutral, and 1 percent extremely funny. But 
compared to the 13 percent that were considered neutral, somewhat serious, or nor serious at all, 
only 10 percent were considered remotely humorous. 
With being stubborn, 70 percent out of national network television's 77 percent were 
considered not stubborn, 2 percent somewhat not stubborn, 2 percent neutral, 2 percent also 
somewhat stubborn, and 1 percent extremely stubborn. On the other hand, cable network 
television's percentage had 22 percent considered not stubborn at all and only 1 percent 
considered only somewhat stubborn. Character's being manipulative was almost the same, but 
reversed. National network television only had 1 character considered somewhat manipulative 
and the other 129 were not manipulative at all. But for cable network television, 34 characters 
were considered not manipulative at all, 3 considered somewhat not manipulative, 1 considered 
neutral, and 1 considered extremely manipulative. 
As for being family-oriented, cable network television portrayed its African American 
character as more family-oriented than national network television. 12 percent of the 23 percent 
for cable network television were extremely family-oriented, 1 percent somewhat family- 
oriented, 3 percent neutral, 3 percent somewhat not family-oriented, and only 4 percent 
considered not family-oriented at all. For national network television, 62 percent out of the 77 
percent were considered not family-oriented, 1 percent somewhat not family-oriented, 4 percent 
neutral, 1 percent somewhat family-oriented, and only 10 percent extremely appropriate. 
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For the fourth section, national and cable network television's numbers were once again a 
bit close to each other, but were more skewed than the previous section. This section dealt with 
the interaction of the character with co-characters and co-characters to the character coded. For 
both networks, neither had character's that were considered somewhat belittling or extremely 
belittling of the character toward co-characters. National network television had 12 1 characters 
coded for under not appropriate, 8 characters coded as somewhat not belittling, and only 1 in 
neutral. For cable network television, 37 characters were considered not appropriate and only 2 
were neutral. However, these numbers aren't the same when it comes to the character being 
respectful to their co-characters. 68 percent out of national network television's 77 percent were 
considered somewhat or extremely respectful to their co-characters. 9 percent were considered 
not respectful or somewhat not respectful to their co-characters. However, for cable network 
television, most of the characters were still on target with the non-belittling and being respectful. 
34 characters were considered either somewhat respectful or extremely respectful to their co- 
characters, and 5 considered not respectful at all or somewhat not respectful to their co- 
characters. 
As for aggressiveness, three different types were coded for: sexually, verbally, and 
physically aggressive. Physically aggressive had all characters under not physically aggressive 
or somewhat not physically aggressive. 22 percent were not physically aggressive at all for cable 
network television and 1 percent was somewhat not physically aggressive toward their co- 
characters. For national network television, 76 percent were not physically aggressive at all and 
1 percent was somewhat not physically aggressive. Sexually aggressive also had low 
percentages, with 75 percent of the 77 percent for national network television characters being 
not sexually aggressive at all toward their co-characters, and 1 percent was somewhat not 
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sexually aggressive, and 1 percent was extremely sexually aggressive. Cable network television 
characters were not sexually aggressive at all with 2 1 percent of the 23 percent in that coded 
category and 2 percent under neutral. For verbal aggression, those numbers were a bit more 
skewed than the other two. Only 53 percent of the 77 percent for national network television 
characters were not verbally aggressive. 14 percent were considered somewhat not verbally 
aggressive, 8 percent were considered neutral, and 2 percent were considered somewhat and 
extremely verbally aggressive. Only 12 percent of the 23 percent for cable network television 
were considered not verbally aggressive, 8 percent were considered somewhat not verbally 
aggressive, and 3 percent were considered neutral and somewhat verbally aggressive toward 
their co-characters. 
The emotional attachment to the co-characters supports this, since 17 percent of the 23 
percent for cable network television's African American characters were considered somewhat 
or extremely emotionally attached to their co-characters. As for national network television the 
same cannot be said. 40 percent were considered not emotionally attached at all and only 12 
percent were extremely attached to their co-characters. But how did the African American 
character's co-characters treat them? This was also coded for. 
National network television's African American character's co-character's treated them 
also the same as they were treated by the character. For belittling, 74 percent out of the 77 
percent were considered not belittling at all or somewhat not belittling; 2 percent was neutral and 
1 percent was somewhat belittling. Cable network television's co-characters had 19 percent at 
not belittling at all toward the character, 1 percent at somewhat not belittling, and 3 percent at a 
neutral state. However, for respect, though the characters were mainly respected, they are a bit 
different in percentages. For national network television co-characters, instead of 69 percent of 
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the co-characters being somewhat or extremely belittling out of the 77 percent, only 60 percent 
of the co-characters were respectful to the Afi-ican American character coded for. 9 percent were 
still considered not respectful or somewhat not respectful, but now 8 percent were neutral. For 
cable network television, the numbers for the co-characters to the character were almost the 
same. Instead of 34  of the co-characters being respectful, only 33 were considered somewhat or 
extremely respectful to the character and 1 was neutral. 5 co-characters were also considered not 
respectfid or somewhat not respecthl to the character coded for. 
For aggressiveness, the three different types were also coded for toward the character 
from the co-character. The only difference that this had compared to the character to the co- 
character was that 1 co-character, from cable network television, was considered extremely 
physically aggressive toward the character. And no co-character acted physically aggressive 
toward the character for national network television. Once again, for sexually aggressive, on 
national network television 75 percent out of the 77 percent were considered not sexually 
aggressive at all and 2 percent were considered neutral. Also, once again, 21 percent of the 23 
percent had co-characters that were not sexually aggressive toward them; 1 percent was neutral 
and the other 1 percent was somewhat sexually aggressive. Verbally aggressive was spread out 
once again as well. 60 percent of the 77 percent for national network television's African 
American characters were considered not verbally aggressive toward, 10 percent somewhat not 
verbally aggressive, 6 percent were neutral, and 1 percent was extremely verbally aggressive. 
For cable network television, once again, 14 percent were considered not verbally aggressive, 5 
percent was considered somewhat not verbally aggressive, 4 percent were neutral, and 1 percent 
was extremely verbally aggressive. 
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As for being emotionally attached to the African American characters, only 12 percent 
were considered extremely attached to the cable network television characters coded for. 5 
percent were considered not attached at all, 2 percent were somewhat not attached, 1 percent was 
neutral, and 2 percent was somewhat emotionally attached. As for national network television, 
40 percent were considered not emotionally attached at all to the characters and 8 percent were 
somewhat not attached. Only 9 percent were considered extremely emotionally attached and 10 
percent were considered somewhat attached. Then, another 10 percent was considered neutral. 
These numbers almost mimicked how the character treated the co-characters, but there was some 
more within the neutral category for co-characters to the character. 
Hypotheses 
Hypothesis # I  
Hypothesis 1 stated that more argumentative the African American character was the 
more likely they were to have a criminal background. For this, not enough information was 
known on the characters coded to have a definite answer. It is known, because it is stated within 
the show, the Eric Foreman, on House M.D., does have a criminal record and has a brother who 
is within jail for criminal behavior, but Foreman never got into heated arguments or physical 
altercations with other characters. Foreman did, however, punch a wall when he lost a patient, 
but he never took out aggression on anyone. And if Foreman argued, it was for medical 
purposes trying to prove his case, not to belittle or hurt anyone. So, hypothesis 1 is not 
supported. 
Hypotlzesis #2 
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Hypothesis 2 stated that the more criminal background the African American character 
had the more likely they were to be physically or verbally aggressive toward their co-character. 
Once again, there is not enough information on the characters background to have a definite 
answer. As stated above, Eric Foreman, from Housc M.D., is the only character that was said to 
have a criminal background. And Foreman never hit anyone or got into a verbal altercation that 
was not about medical purposes. So, once again, this hypothesis is not supported due to lack of 
character background information. 
Hypothesis #3 
Hypothesis 3 stated that the older the superior Caucasian is on the television show, the 
younger the African American character will be. This hypothesis is supported. For example, on 
House M.D., Gregory House is within the 50 to 59 year old range and Eric Foreman is within the 
30 to 39 year old range. Also, on Nip/Tuck, Michelle Landau, who is the secretary and assistant 
to Burt Landau- her husband- was within the 20 to 29 year old range and Burt Landau was 60 
and over. So, for this hypothesis, it is conclusive that the older the Caucasian superior the 
younger the African American character would be who is under him in superiority. 
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Discussion 
The main purpose of this study was to see the similarities and differences in how national 
and cable network television frame the African American characters on its television shows. 
Research question number one's findings found that, African American's were actually 
overrepresented within the medical field work force. According to a study by Rao and Flores, 
M.D. (2007), only 4.4 percent of U.S. physicians and surgeons are Ahcan  American and the 
ratio of African Americans in the medical field to the U.S. population is 73 per 100,000. Within 
this study, as stated in the results, 100 of the 169 African American characters' that were coded 
for were actually surgeons or physicians. This equals 59 percent which is extremely 
overrepresented in retrospect of the numbers provided by Rao and Flores, M.D. 
Research question number two found that Signorelli and Kahlenberg's (2001) findings 
that African American characters would be the subordinate to other races, specifically the 
Caucasian race, were supported. 56 out of the 169 African American characters coded for were 
under the superiority of a Caucasian. That's 30 percent of the characters coded for that are under 
the superiority of a Caucasian. Luckily, on some shows, it has changed where the superiority 
was an African American male. So, this does show that times have been changing over the past 
9 years since that study was done, but improvement is still needed. 
Research question number three and four found that, as stated above, some of Mastro and 
Greenberg's (2000) findings from their study are not the same as they were 10 years ago. 
African American characters are now seen as clean, tidy, and professional characters, 
specifically on primetime medical dramas. They also are not considered lazy and are actually 
hard-working, intellectual, and competent characters in their field. African American characters 
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are also now treated with more respect than they had before. 80 percent, as noted above, were 
well respected, 8 percent treated neutrally, and only 12 percent were not respected at all. 
Research question number five was the main question of this study. The two types of 
networks did have many similarities, but they did have differences. One main finding was that 
the African American characters, specifically the women, on cable network television shows 
were much lighter in skin color and have more Caucasian-like features. The African American 
women were also more assimilated into a "white" culture. They were also much younger than 
their co-characters and seemed to not be taken seriously, even though they were respected. An 
example of this would be Michelle Landau from Nip/Tuck. She was co-owner of the practice 
with her husband, but the two main characters did not take her very seriously. And to make her 
taken less seriously by co-characters, Michelle Landau had a secret life as an escort that she was 
still taking part in. Also, the African American women characters on cable television networks 
had prominent roles and had prominent storylines, compared to national network television 
female characters. African American women on national network television shows that were 
coded for seemed like they were there just to satisfy racial balance. The women did have 
superiority and were well-respected and had no secret lives, but they barely supported storyline 
and were semi-prominently shown. 
Another difference between national and cable network television was that there were 
hardly any male African American characters on the shows that were coded for this study. The 
shows were dominated by White males with superiority over the African American women that 
were coded for. However, none of the males treated the women wrongly in any way. Compared 
to cable network television, national network television was heavily dominated by male African 
American characters. There also were many African American characters - including women 
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African American characters - that were superiority over Caucasian characters. However, as 
stated before, the women on national network television did not have prominent roles to the 
storylines. 
Therefore, there are significant differences of how national network and cable network 
television portray African American characters. Cable network television assimilates African 
American characters, specifically the women, into "white" culture whereas national network 
television keeps the African American characters, men and women, in "traditional" African 
culture, particularly in looks; dark skinned, dark nappy-like hair, and strong personalities. 
However, cable network television gives its African American women characters actual 
prominence in storylines, whereas the African American women characters on national network 
television seemed as if they were there just to abide by standards and keep viewers happy since 
national network is viewed by millions of more people compared to cable network television. 
Also, within developing this work more questions came about that haven't been 
discussed in previous research that was used to support this study. 
To begin, this study found that what Glascock (2003) had found about program 
segregation has began to change. There were 169 A h c a n  American characters on the dramas 
reviewed and none had any comic relief or were considered a dramedy (a drama-comedy show). 
The African American characters also were not extremely verbally aggressive or physically 
aggressive at all, countering what Glascock had found in his study. As for being younger than 
the Caucasian co-characters, the African American's coded for in this study were mainly older 
than the Caucasian characters they interacted with. One time this was not the case, was for Eric 
Foreman on House M.D., who was younger than Dr. Gregory House, but was older than the 
other two diagnosticians he worked with. This also was not the case within Nip/Tzzrck. Michelle 
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Landau was younger than her husband, Burt Landau, and younger that Troy and McNamara. For 
the other African American characters to their co-characters, they were all older than them and 
had more superiority than them as well. 
As for what Mastro and Greenberg (2000) found about African American's being judged 
as the laziest, least respected, dressed more provocatively, and were most untidy has changed as 
well in some aspect. Together, on national and cable network television, 98 percent of the 
characters coded for were considered not lazy at all. And 99 percent of the characters coded for 
were considered extremely tidy and well-maintained rather than being disheveled. With being 
respected, only 12 percent were not respected, 8 percent were treated neutrally, and 80 percent 
were treated with the upmost respect by their co-characters. 
However, one study that was discussed within the literature review has data that is in 
consensus with the findings in this study. Keenan (1 996) conducted a content analysis of 
advertisements and editorial photographs that appeared in black and mainstream magazines to 
see how the African American models, male and female, were portrayed. He found that African 
Americans found in advertisements appeared to be more Caucasian looking. This was the case 
within the study, with the women characters falling in the somewhat fair and light brown skin 
categories. 77 percent of the women characters coded for were considered somewhat fair and 17 
percent were considered light brown. Only 3 percent were considered extremely fair and 3 
percent considered dark skinned. So, this shows that African Americans, specifically women, as 
shown assimilated into a Caucasian-like culture rather than keeping traditional African American 
roots in the way she looks. 
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Problems and Reconmendations 
The limitations of this study were few. The main limitation was that there was limited 
amount of background information on each individual African American character coded for to 
be able to answer the hypotheses drawn in this study's literature review. Unfortunately, this 
cannot be controlled by the researcher and can only be controlled by the writer's and producers 
of the television shows coded for. Whatever they choose to be known about its individual 
character on the show is what is known. 
Future Research 
For future research for this study more shows can be added. Looking at premium channel 
network's medical dramas with national and cable network television medical dramas can 
provide even more insight to how television portrays African American characters. This may 
also answer questions as to why a certain show is on national, cable, or premium channel 
television. Also, more shows can be from different genres or timeslots to see the similarities and 
differences of how African American characters are portrayed. In addition, a future study could 
be done that will help support or not support the hypotheses that could not be answered within 
this study. 
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Appendices 
Coding Reference Sheet 
Basic Information 
Billing: 
1 = Lead character 
2 = Co-star 
3 = Guest star 
4 = Background 
Gender: 
1 = Male, 2= Female 
Age (estimation, unless said during show): 
1 = 0 to 9 years old, 2= 10 to 19 years old, 3 = 20 to 29 years old, 4 = 30 to 39 years old, 
5 = 40 to 49 years old, 6 = 50 to 59 years old, 7 = 60 years old and above 
Visual Depiction 
Weight: 
1 = Muscular, 2 =Thin, 3 = Average, 4 = Obese 
Height : 
1 = Short, 2 = Medium, 3 = Average, 4 = Tall 
Hair Color: 
1 = light colored/none at all, 2 = somewhat light, 3 = somewhat dark, 4 = dark 
Skin Color: 
1 = extremely fair, 2 = somewhat fair, 3 = light brown, 4 = dark skin 
Cleanliness (shaven, stained clothing, office order, etc.): 
1 = extremely dirty, 2 = dirty, 3 = clean, 4 = extremely clean 
Professional Attire: 
1 = extremely professional, 2 = business casual, 3 = completely casual, 4 = unprofessional 
Casual Attire: 
1 = normal (jeans and t-shirt), 2 = dressy (dress pants, etc.), 3 = provocative, 4 = unknown 
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Personality Attributes 
Authoritative: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate , 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Lazy 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate , 5  = 
extremely appropriate 
Passive: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate, 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Competent: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate , 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Intelligent: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate, 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Confrontational: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate, 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Obedient: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate, 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Hard-working: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate , 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Serious: 
I = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate , 5  = 
extremely appropriate 
Stubborn: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate, 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Manipulative: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate , 5  = 
extremely appropriate 
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Funny: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate , 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Famdy-oriented: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate, 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Character Interaction 
African American Character to Co-characters 
Sexually Aggi-essive: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate, 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Belittles Co-Charactem G;oked about, talked down to, prank pulled on, etc.): 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate , 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Respectfill: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate , 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Verbally Aggressive: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate, 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Physically Aggressive: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate , 5  = 
extremely appropriate 
Emotionally attached (caring, warm, etc.) toward co-clzamcters 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate , 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Co-character to ward African American character 
Sexually Aggressive: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate , 5  = 
extremely appropriate 
Belittles Co-Charactem coked about, talked down to, pmnkptdled on, etc.): 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate, 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
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RespectJid: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate, 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Verbally Aggressive: 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate, 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Physically Aggressive : 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate, 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Emotionally attached (caring, warm, etc.) toward Ajiican American 
1 = Not appropriate, 2 = somewhat not appropriate, 3 = neutral , 4  = somewhat appropriate, 5 = 
extremely appropriate 
Prominence 
How often seen on episode: 
1 = Not prominent, 2 = somewhat prominent, 3 = neutral, 4 = extremely prominent 
Prominence of'role on episode: 
1 = No prominence, 2 = barely prominent, 3 = partially prominent, 4 = Critical to episode 
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List of Shows 
House M.D. Grey's Anatomy 
Cindy Plumb Rain Drops Keep 
Falling On My Head 
Pilot Meaning 
Cane & Able Blu Mondae Enough is Enough 
(No More Tears) 
Healing Time 
Informed Consent Monica Wilder Make Me Lose 
Control 
Yielding 
Lines in the Sand Shari Noble Deny, Deny, Deny All the Wrong Places 
Fools in Love Dawn Budge 
Faith Wolper, PhD 
Bring the Pain The Sense of 
Belonging 
Que Sera Sera Intro You Like a 
Train 
Trust Me 
Night Moves Something to Talk 
About 
Son of a Coma Guy Burt Landau 
Conor McNamara Let It Be No Guts, No Glory 
Finding Judas Liz Cmz Thanks for the 
Memories 
Mother's Day 
Merry Little Christmas Merrill Bobolit Much too Much Hello and Goodbye 
Words and Deeds Conor McNamara, 2 Owner of a Lonely 
Heart 
One Day, One Room Diana Lubey Grandma Got Run 
Over By a Reindeer 
Needle In A Haystack Reefer Begin the Begin 
Insensitive Willy Ward Tell Me Sweet Little 
Lies 
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I Half-wit 1 Gala Gallardo 
Top Secrel 
Fetal Position 
1 Break On Through 
It's the End of the 
World 
I 1 (As We Know It) 
Airborne Yesterday 
Act Your Age What Have I Done tc 
Deserve This? 
House Training Band-Aid Covers t h ~  
Bullet Hole 
1 Family I 1 Superstition 
Resignation The Name of the 
Game 
The Jerk Blues for Sister 
Someone 
Human Error Damage Control 
17 Seconds 
Deterioration of the 
Fight or Flight 
Response 
I I 
Losing My Religion 
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Research Question #2 Tables 
Sender male Count 
% within Gender 
% within Belittles 
% of Total 
female Count 
% within Gender 
% within Belittles 
% of Total 
total Count 
% within Gender 
O h  within Belittles 
% of Total 
Gender male Count 
% within Gender 
% within Respectful 
% of Total 
female Count 
% within Gender 
% within Respectful 
% of Total 
Total Count 
% within Gender 
%within Respectful 
Gender * Belittles Crosstabulation 
I 
Belittles 
somewhat not somewhat I 
not appropriate 
85 
Total 
Respectful 
I I I 
appropriate 
11 
I somewhat not I I somewhat 
neutral 
2 
notappropriate I appropriate I neutral I appropriate 
, I 
Gender * Respectful Crosstabulation 
extremely 
appropriate 
65 
66.3% 
56.0% 
38.5% 
51 
71.8% 
44.0% 
30.2% 
116 
68.6% 
100.0% 
68.6% 
Total 
98 
100.0% 
58.0% 
58.0% 
71 
100.0% 
42.0% 
42.0% 
169 
100.0% 
100.0% 
100.0% 
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Gender * Sexually Aggressive Crosstabulation 
Sexually Aggressive 
somewhat 
not appropriate neutral appropriate 
Gender male Count 97 1 0 
%within Gender 99.0% 1 .O% .O% 
% within Sexually Aggressive 59.5% 25.0% .O% 
% of Total 57.4% .6% .O% 
female Count 66 3 2 
% within Gender 93.0% 4.2% 2.8% 
% within Sexually Aggressive 40.5% 75.0% 100.0% 
% of Total 39.1% 1.8% 1.2% 
Total Count 163 4 2 
% within Gender 96.4% 2.4% 1.2% 
% within Sexually Aggressive 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Gender Verbally Aggressi 
I 
Sender male Count 
% within Gender 
% within Verbally Aggressive 
% of Total 
female Count 
% within Gender 
% within Verbally Aggressive 
% of Total 
rotal Count 
% within Gender 
% within Verbally Aggressive 
not appropriate 
79 
80.6% 
63.2% 
46.7% 
46 
64.8% 
36.8% 
27.2% 
125 
74.0% 
100.0% 
Total 
Ie Crosstabulation 
Verbally Aggressive 
I I I 
somewhat not I I extremely I 
appropriate neutral appropriate Total 
I I I 
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Gender male Count 
% within Gender 
% within Physically Aggressive 
O h  of Total 
female Count 
% within Gender 
% within Physically Aggressive 
% of Total 
Total Count 
O h  within Gender 
% within Physically Aggressive 
Physically Aggressive 
not appropriate extremely appropriate 
98 0 
Total 
98 
100.0% 
58.0•‹/o 
58.0% 
7 1 
100.0% 
42.0% 
42.0% 
169 
100.0% 
100.0% 
100.0% 
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;ender male Count 
% within Gender 
% within Emotionally 
Attached 
% of Total 
female Count 
% within Gender 
% within Emotionally 
Attached 
% of Total 
rotal Count 
%within Gender 
O h  within Emotionally 
Attached 
O h  of Total 
Gender * Emotionally Attached Crosstabulation 
1 
Emo 
somewhat not 
not appropriate appropriate 
somewhat 
15.3% 10.2% 
78.9% 47.6% 
extremely 
appropriate Total 
12 98 
12.2% 100.0% 
33.3% 58.0% 
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Research Question #3 Tables 
Gender * Cleanlines 
I 
I 
( 
- 
Total 
Sender male Count 
%within Gender 
% within Cleanliness 
% of Total 
female Count 
% within Gender 
% within Cleanliness 
% of Total 
Count 
% within Gender 
O/O within Cleanliness 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Gender male Count 
% within Gender 
% within Casual Attire 
% of Total 
female Count 
%within Gender 
% within Casual Attire 
% of Total 
rota1 Count 
% within Gender 
% within Casual Attire 
% of Total 
:asual Attire Crosstabulation 
Total 
98 
100.0% 
Casual Attire 
iormal (jeans and 
t-shirt) 
25 
25.5% 
provocative 
0 
.OOh 
dressy (dress 
pants, skirt, etc.) 
44 
44.9% 
unknown 
29 
29.6% 
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Gen 
Gender male Count 
% within Gender 
% within Professional Attire 
% of Total 
female Count 
O h  within Gender 
% within Professional Attire 
O/O of Total 
Total Count 
% within Gender 
% within Professional Attire 
Total 
er * Professional Attire Crosstabulation 
extremely 
professional 
45 
45.9% 
I 
95.7% 
26.6% 
2 
2.8% 
4.3% 
1.2% 
47 
27.8% 
100.0% 
27.8% 
Professional 
business casual 
11 
11.2% 
22.9% 
6.5% 
37 
52.1% 
77.1% 
21.9% 
48 
28.4% 
100.0% 
28.4% 
Attire 
completely casual 
34 
34.7% 
70.8% 
20.1 % 
14 
19.7% 
29.2% 
8.3% 
48 
28.4% 
loo.oO/o 
28.4% 
unprofessional 
8 
8.2% 
30.8% 
4.7% 
18 
25.4% 
69.2% 
10.7% 
26 
15.4% 
1 oo.oO/o 
15.4% 
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Research Question #5 Tables 
First Section 
Type o 
Type of Network 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Billing 
O h  of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Billing 
O/O of Total 
Total Count 
O/O within Type of Network 
%within Billing 
O/O of Total 
Type of Network National Count 
O h  within Type of Network 
% within Seen how often 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
O h  within Type of Network 
% within Seen how often 
O h  of Total 
Total Count 
O h  within Type of Network 
% within Seen how often 
Total 
130 
100.0% 
76.9% 
76.9% 
39 
100.0% 
23.1% 
23.1% 
169 
100.0% 
100.0% 
100.0% 
* Billing Crosstabulation 
etwork * Seen how often Crosstabulation 
Lead character 
0 
.O% 
.O% 
.O% 
10 
25.6% 
100.0% 
5.9% 
10 
5.9% 
100.0% 
5.9% 
Total 
130 
100.0% 
76.9% 
Seen how often 
Billing 
Co-star 
98 
75.4% 
90.7% 
58.0% 
10 
25.6% 
9.3% 
5.9% 
108 
63.9% 
100.0% 
63.9% 
not 
prominent 
9 
6.9% 
60.0% 
guest star 
24 
18.5% 
58.5% 
14.2% 
17 
43.6% 
41.5% 
10.1% 
41 
24.3% 
loo.oO/o 
24.3% 
somewhat not 
prominent 
22 
16.9% 
62.9% 
background 
8 
6.2% 
80.0% 
4.7% 
2 
5.1% 
20.0% 
1.2% 
10 
5.9% 
10O.O0h 
5.9% 
neutral 
49 
37.7% 
87.5% 
somewhat 
prominent 
48 
36.9% 
84.2% 
extremely 
prominent 
2 
1.5% 
33.3% 
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Type of Network * Support to storyline Crosstabulation 
I I 
Type of Network National Count 
O/O within Type of Network 
% within Support to 
storyline 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
O/O within Type of Network 
% within Support to 
storyline 
O/O of Total 
rota1 Count 
% within Type of Network 
O/O within Support to 
storyline 
I 
no support 
I 
11 
I 8.5% 
100.0% 
I 
6.5% 
0 
. 0 O/o 
.O% 
+ 
11 
6.5% 
100.0% 
6.5% 
somewhat 
supportive 
9 
6.9% 
90.0% 
5.3% 
1 
2.6% 
10.0% 
.6% 
10 
5.9% 
100.0% 
5.9% 
,pp0rt to;;[line pp 44 
somewhat 
neutral su ortive 
extremely 
supportive 
17 
13.1 % 
63.0% 
10.1% 
10 
25.6% 
37.0% 
5.9% 
27 
16.0% 
100.0% 
16.0% 
Total 
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Second Section 
Type of  Network * Gender Crosstabulation 
Gender 
male female 
rype of Network National Count 92 38 
% within Type of Network 70.8% 29.2% 
% within Gender 93.9% 53.5% 
O h  of Total 54.4% 22.5% 
Cable Count 6 33 
%within Type of Network 15.4% 84.6% 
O h  within Gender 6.1% 46.5% 
% of Total 3.6% 19.5% 
rota1 Count 98 71 
% within Type of Network 58.0% 42.0% 
O h  within Gender 100.0% 100.0% 
Total 
Tvoe of Network 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
%within Weight 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
O h  within Weight 
% of Total 
Total Count 
%within Type of Network 
% within Weight 
'eight Crosstabulation 
muscular thin obese 
2.3% 28.5% 46.2% 23.1% 
Total 
Tvoe of Network ' I 
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iaht Crosstabulation 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
O h  within Height 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Height 
Total Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Height 
% of Total 
Total 
Type of Network * Halr Color Crosstabulation 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Hair Color 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Hair Color 
% of Total 
Total Count 
O h  within Type of Network 
% within Hair Color 
O h  of Total 
Total 
Hair Color 
55 
42.3% 
98.2% 
32.5% 
1 
2.6% 
1.8% 
.6% 
56 
33.1% 
100.0% 
33.1% 
light colored/none 
at all somewhat light dark 
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O h  within Type of Network I 1.5% 1 27.7% 1 32.3% ( 38.5% 1 100.0% 
Type of Network * Skin Color Crosstabulation 
Type of Network National Count 
O h  within Skin Color 
% of Total 
% of Total 
Total Count 
- - - - - - - - - - - - 
rype of National Count 
rlehvork % within Type of 
Network 
O/O within Age 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of 
Network 
% within Age 
% of Total 
-otal Count 
% within Type of 
Network 
O h  within Age 
Total 
130 
Skin Color 
100.0% 
1.2% 
% within Type of Network 
% within Skin Color 
% of Total 
% of Total 
extremely fair 
2 
.O% 
2 
Type of  Network * Age Crosstabulation 
I 
61 .O% 
21.3% 
Cable Count 
O h  within Type of Network 
% within Skin Color 
1.2% 
100.0% 
1.2% 
23 
59.0% 
39.0% 
0 
.O% 
.O% 
13.6% 
59 
dark brown 
50 
somewhat fair 
36 
73.7% 
24.9% 
34.9% 
100.0% 
34.9% 
light brown 
42 
15 
38.5% 
26.3% 
8.9% 
57 
Total 
130 
100.0% 
76.9% 
76.9% 
39 
100.0% 
23.1% 
23.1% 
169 
100.0% 
100.0% 
100.0% 
Oto9 
1 
.8% 
50.0% 
.6% 
1 
2.6% 
50.0% 
.6% 
2 
1.2% 
100.0% 
1.2% 
98.0% 
29.6% 
33.7% 
100.0% 
33.7% 
76.9% 
76.9% 
1 
2.6% 
2.0% 
.6% 
51 
39 
100.0% 
23.1% 
23.1 O h  
169 
30.2% 
100.0% 
30.2% 
l o t019  
1 
.8% 
100.0% 
.6% 
0 
.O% 
.O% 
.O% 
1 
.6% 
100.0% 
.6% 
100.0% 
100.0% 
100.0% 
Age 
30to39 
64 
49.2% 
98.5% 
37.9% 
1 
2.6% 
1.5% 
.6% 
65 
38.5% 
100.0% 
38.5% 
20to29 
5 
3.8% 
17.9% 
3.0% 
23 
59.0% 
82.1% 
13.6% 
28 
16.6% 
10O.O0h 
16.6% 
40to49 
29 
22.3% 
67.4% 
17.2% 
14 
35.9% 
32.6% 
8.3% 
43 
25.4% 
100.0% 
25.4% 
50to59 
27 
20.8% 
100.0% 
16.0% 
0 
.O% 
.OOh 
.OOh 
27 
16.0% 
100.0% 
16.0% 
60andup 
3 
2.3% 
100.0% 
1.8% 
0 
.OOh 
.O% 
.O% 
3 
1.8% 
100.0% 
1.8% 
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Third Section 
Tvoe of Networl 
Type of 
, Type of Nelwak National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Authoritative 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
O/O within Type of Network 
I % within Authoritative 
% of Total 
I Count 
O/O within Type of Network 
% within Authoritative 
% of Total 
rype of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Lazy 
O h  of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Lazy 
O h  of Total 
-otal Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Lazy 
Lazy Crosstabulation 
Lazy 
somewhat not extremely 
not appropriate appropriate appropriate Total 
I I I 
Total 
130 
100.0% 
76.9% 
76.9% 
39 
100.0% 
23.1% 
23.1% 
169 
100.0% 
100.0% 
100.0% 
Network Authoritative Crosstabulation 
not appropriate 
41 
31.5% 
73.2% 
24.3% 
15 
38.5% 
26.8% 
8.9% 
56 
33.1% 
100.0% 
33.1% 
somewhat not 
appropriate 
7 
5.4% 
63.6% 
4.1% 
4 
10.3% 
36.4% 
2.4% 
11 
6.5% 
100.0% 
6.5% 
Authoritative 
neutral 
14 
10.8% 
70.0% 
8.3% 
6 
15.4% 
30.0% 
3.6% 
20 
11.8% 
100.0% 
11.8% 
somewhat 
appropriate 
11 
8.5% 
91.7% 
6.5% 
1 
2.6% 
8.3% 
.6% 
12 
7.1% 
100.0% 
7.1% 
extremely 
appropriate 
57 
43.8% 
81.4% 
33.7% 
13 
33.3% 
18.6% 
7.7% 
70 
41.4% 
100.0% 
41.4% 
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Type of  Networl 
I 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Lazy 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Lazy 
I % of Total 
Count 
%within Type of Network 
% within Lazy 
I somewhat not I extremely ( I 
Lazy 
I I I 
not appropriate 
Total 
Type 
rype of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Competent 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Competent 
O h  of Total 
rota1 Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Competent 
% of Total 
appropriate 
of  Network * Competent Crosstabulation 
appropriate 
not appropriate 
11 
8.5% 
91.7% 
6.5% 
1 
2.6% 
8.3% 
5 %  
12 
7.1% 
100.0% 
7.1% 
Total 
somewhat not 
appropriate 
1 
.8% 
50.0% 
5 %  
1 
2.6% 
50.0% 
.6% 
2 
1.2% 
100.0% 
1.2% 
Competent 
neutral 
2 
1.5% 
50.0% 
1.2% 
2 
5.1 O h  
50.0% 
1.2% 
4 
2.4% 
100.0% 
2.4% 
somewhat 
appropriate 
12 
9.2% 
100.0% 
7.1% 
0 
.O% 
.O% 
.O% 
12 
7.1% 
100.0% 
7.1% 
extremely 
appropriate 
104 
80.0% 
74.8% 
61.5% 
35 
89.7% 
25.2% 
20.7% 
139 
82.2% 
100.0% 
82.2% 
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Type of Network National Count 
%within Type of Network 
%within lntelligent 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
O h  within lntelligent 
% of Total 
Total Count 
% within Type of Network 
O h  within lntelligent 
% of Total 
f Network * lntelligent Crosstabulation 
Type of 
rype of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
O/O within Confrontational 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Confrontational 
% of Total 
rota1 Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Confrontational 
% of Total 
Total 
lntelligent 
not 
appropriate 
Total 
130 
100.0% 
76.9% 
76.9% 
39 
100.0% 
23.1% 
23.1% 
169 
100.0% 
1 00.0% 
100.0% 
Network Confrontational Crosstabulation 
somewhat not 
appropriate 
not appropriate 
90 
69.2% 
83.3% 
53.3% 
18 
46.2% 
16.7% 
10.7% 
108 
63.9% 
100.0% 
63.9% 
neutral 
somewhat not 
appropriate 
2 7 
20.8% 
75.0% 
16.0% 
9 
23.1% 
25.0% 
5.3% 
36 
21.3% 
100.0% 
21.3% 
somewhat 
appropriate 
Confrontational 
neutral 
11 
8.5% 
55.0% 
6.5% 
9 
23.1% 
45.0% 
5.3% 
20 
11.8% 
100.0% 
1 1.8% 
extremely 
appropriate 
somewhat 
appropriate 
1 
.8 '10 
33.3% 
.6% 
2 
5.1% 
66.7% 
1.2% 
3 
1.8% 
100.0% 
1.8% 
extremely 
appropriate 
1 
.8% 
50.0% 
.6% 
1 
2.6% 
50.0% 
.6% 
2 
1.2% 
100.0% 
1.2% 
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Type of National Count 
Network % within Type of Network 
% within Passive 
O h  of Total 
Cable Count 
O h  within Type of Network 
% within Passive 
% of Total 
Total Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Passive 
O h  of Total 
f Network * Passive Crosstabulation 
Passive 
somewhat not somewhat extremely 
not appropriate I appropriate ( neutral I appropriate ( appropriate 
Type of I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
O h  within Obedient 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
%within Obedient 
% of Total 
Total Count 
%within Type of Network 
%within Obedient 
% of Total 
Total 
- 
130 
100.0% 
76.9% 
76.9% 
39 
100.0% 
23.1% 
23.1% 
169 
100.0% 
100.0% 
100.0% 
-
Work * Obedient Crosstabulation 
I 
Obedient 
somewhat not 
not appropriate ( appropriate 1 neutral 
somewhat 
appropriate 
3 
2.3% 
75.0% 
1.8% 
1 
2.6% 
25.0% 
.6% 
4 
2.4% 
100.0% 
extremely 
appropriate 
110 
84.6% 
78.6% 
65.1% 
30 
76.9% 
21.4% 
17.8% 
140 
82.8% 
100.0% 
Total 
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T e of Network * ' 8
1 Type of Network National Count I 
O h  within Type of Network 
% within Hard-working 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
%within Type of Network 
O h  within Hard-working 
% of Total 
Total Count 
O/O within Type of Network 
I % within Hard-working I I O h  of Total I 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Serious 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Serious 
Total Count 
O h  within Type of Network 
% within Serious 
Hard-working Crosstabulation 
Hard-working 
I I I I I somewhat not I somewhat I extremely I I 
not appropriate I appropriate I appropriate Total 
Uetwork * Serious Crosstabulation 
Serious 
I I I I 
somewhat not somewhat extremely 
not appropriate appropriate neutral appropriate appropriate Total 
18 I 3 5 103 13c 
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e of Network * Funny Crosstabulation 
I I 
- - - - - - - - - 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
O/O within Funny 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
%within Type of Network 
%within Funny 
% of Total 
Total Count 
% within Type of Network 
%within Funny 
% of Total 
I somewhat not I I somewhat I extremely I I 
Funny 
I I 1 1 
notappropriate 1 appropriate I neutral I appropriate I appropriate I Total 
I I I I I 
I 
T v ~ e  of Network Stubborn Crosstabulation 
jtubborn 
neutral 
4 
3.1 '10 
100.0% 
2.4% 
0 
.O% 
.O% 
.O% 
4 
2.4% 
100.0% 
2.4% 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Stubborn 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
O/O within Type of Network 
% within Stubborn 
% of Total 
Total Count 
% within Type of Network 
%within Stubborn 
% of Total 
somewhat extremely I I 
appropriate I appropriate I Total 
I I 
not appropriate 
118 
90.8% 
75.6% 
69.8% 
38 
97.4% 
24.4% 
22.5% 
156 
92.3% 
100.0% 
92.3% 
somewhat not 
appropriate 
3 
2.3% 
100.0% 
1.8% 
0 
.O% 
.OOh 
.O% 
3 
1.8% 
100.0% 
1.8% 
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Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Manipulative 
O/O of Total 
Cable Count 
O h  within Type of Network 
% within Manipulative 
% of Total 
Total Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Manipulative 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Family-oriented 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Family-oriented 
% of Total 
Total Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Family-oriented 
work * Manipulative Crosstabulation 
Manipulative 
I somewhat not I I somewhat extremely I I 
not appropriate I appropriate I neutral ( appropriate I appropriate ( Total 
I I I I I 
etwork * Family-oriented Crosstabulation 
I 
I somewhat not ( I somewhat ( extremely ( 
notappropriate 1 appropriate I neutral I appropriate ( appropriate I Total 
I I I I I 
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Fourth Section 
Character to Co-Character 
Type of Network * 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Bellittles 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
O h  within Bellittles 
% of Total 
Total Count 
O h  within Type of Network 
% within Bellittles 
Total 
130 
100.0% 
76.9% 
76.9% 
39 
100.0% 
23.1% 
23.1% 
169 
100.0% 
100.0% 
Bellittles Crosstabulation 
not appropriate 
121 
93.1 % 
76.6% 
71.6% 
37 
94.9% 
23.4% 
21.9% 
158 
93.5% 
100.0% 
Bellittles 
somewhat not 
appropriate 
8 
6.2% 
100.0% 
4.7% 
0 
.O% 
.O% 
.OOh 
8 
4.7% 
100.0% 
neutral 
1 
.8% 
33.3% 
.6% 
2 
5.1% 
66.7% 
1.2% 
3 
1.8% 
100.0% 
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Type of Nc 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Respectful 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
O/O within Respectful 
% of Total 
Total Count 
% within Type of Network 
O/O within Respectful 
Tvne of Network * 
rype of Network National Count 
O/O within Type of Network 
% within Sexually Aggressive 
O h  of Total 
Cable Count 
O/O within Type of Network 
% within Sexually Aggressive 
O h  of Total 
rotal Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Sexually Aggressive 
% of Total 
tork * Respectful Crosstabulation 
Respectful 
I I 1 I I I somewhat not ( ( somewhat I extremely 1 
exually Aggressive Crosstabulation 
I 
not appropriate 
14 
not appropriate 
127 
97.7% 
78.4% 
75.1% 
35 
89.7% 
21.6% 
20.7% 
162 
95.9% 
100.0% 
95.9% 
Sexually Aggressive 
I I 
appropriate 
1 
somewhat not 1 ( extremely I 
neutral 
8 
appropriate I neutral 1 appropriate 
appropriate 
15 
Total 
I I I 
appropriate 
92 
Total 
130 
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Type of Network Verbally Aggressive Crosstabulation 
I I I I 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Verbally Aggressive 19.1% 
O h  of Total 12.4% 
Total Count 
% within Type of Network 65.1% 
% within Verbally Aggressive 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
%within Verbally Aggressive ( 100.0% 
80.9% 
52.7% 
2 1 
53.8% 
O h  of Total I 65.1% 
3 
somewhat 
appropriate 
4 
3.1 % 
80.0% 
2.4% 
1 
2.6% 
20.0•‹/0 
.6% 
5 
3.0% 
100.0% 
3.0% 
Verbally 
somewhat not 
appropriate 
23 
17.7% 
63.9% 
13.6% 
13 
33.3% 
36.1% 
7.7% 
36 
21.3% 
100.0% 
21.3% 
extremely 
appropriate 
1 
.8% 
100.0% 
.6% 
0 
.O% 
.OOh 
.O% 
1 
.6% 
100.0% 
Aggressii 
neutral 
13 
10.0% 
76.5% 
7.7% 
4 
10.3% 
23.5% 
2.4% 
17 
10.1% 
100.0% 
10.1% 
Type of Network * Physically Aggressive Crosstabulation 
Physically Aggressive 
somewhat not 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
O/O within Physically Aggressive 
Total 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Physically Aggressive 
% of Total 
Total Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Physically Aggressive 
not appropriate 
128 
98.5% 
77.1% 
75.7% 
38 
97.4% 
22.9% 
22.5% 
166 
98.2% 
100.0% 
appropriate 
2 
1.5% 
66.7% 
Total 
130 
100.0% 
76.9% 
1.2% 
1 
2.6% 
33.3% 
.6% 
3 
1.8% 
100.0% 
76.9% 
39 
100.0% 
23.1% 
23.1% 
169 
100.0% 
100.0% 
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Type of NI 
rype of 
Jetwork 
National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Emotionally 
Attached 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Emotionally 
Attached 
% of Total 
rotal Count 
% within Type of Network 
O h  within Emotionally 
Attached 
O h  of Total 
fork Emotionally Attached Crosstabulation 
nally Attac! 
neutral 
- 
16 
12.3% 
80.0% 
9.5% 
4 
10.3% 
20.0% 
2.4% 
20 
11.8% 
100.0% 
11.8% 
-
Emol d 
somewhat 
appropriate 
14 
10.8% 
82.4% 
8.3% 
3 
7.7% 
17.6% 
1 .8% 
17 
10.1% 
100.0% 
10.1% 
not appropriate 
67 
51.5% 
94.4% 
somewhat not 
appropriate 
12 
9.2% 
92.3% 
extremely 
appropriate 
2 1 
16.2% 
43.8% 
Total 
130 
100.0% 
76.9% 
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Co-Character to Character 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Respectful 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Respectful 
Type of  
rype of Network National Count 
O h  within Type of Network 
% within Belittles 
O h  of Total 
Cable Count 
O h  within Type of Network 
% within Belittles 
O h  of Total 
rota1 Count 
O h  within Type of Network 
% within Belittles 
% of Total 
Total Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Respectful 
% of Total 
f Network * Respectful Crosstabulation 
I 
Respectful 
I I I I 
Total 
130 
100.0% 
76.9% 
76.9% 
39 
100.0% 
23.1% 
23.1% 
169 
100.0% 
100.0% 
Network * Belittles Crosstabulation 
I somewhat not I I somewhat I extremely I 
not appropriate 
112 
86.2% 
77.8% 
66.3% 
32 
82.1% 
22.2% 
18.9% 
144 
85.2% 
100.0% 
notappropriate 1 appropriate I neutral I appropriate 1 appropriate I Total 
I I I I I 
Belittles 
somewhat not 
appropriate 
13 
10.0% 
86.7% 
7.7% 
2 
5.1% 
13.3% 
1.2% 
15 
8.9% 
100.0% 
neutral 
4 
3.1% 
44.4% 
2.4% 
5 
12.8% 
55.6% 
3.0% 
9 
5.3% 
100.0% 
somewhat 
appropriate 
1 
.8% 
100.0% 
.6% 
0 
.O% 
.OOh 
.O% 
I 
.6% 
100.0% 
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Type of Network * Sexually Aggressive Crosstabulation 
I Sexually Aggressive 
somewhat 
Type of Network National Count 
appropriate 
0 
% within Type of Network I 98.5% 1 1.5% 1 .O% 
not appropriate 
128 
O/O within Sexually Aggressive I 78.5% 1 50.0% 1 .O% 
neutral 
2 
% within Type of Network I 89.7% 1 5.1% 
% of Total I 75.7% 
Cable Count 35 
% within Type of Network 
% within Sexually Aggressive 
1.2% 
2 
O/O within Sexually Aggressive 
% of Total 
Total Count 
Tvne of Network 
.O% 
2 
Type of Network National Count 
O/O within Type of Network 
% within Verbally Aggressive 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
O h  within Type of Network 
% within Verbally Aggressive 
% of Total 
Total Count 
% within Type of Network 
O h  within Verbally Aggressive 
O h  of Total 
21.5% 
20.7% 
163 
Total 
50.0% 
1.2% 
4 
erbally Aggressive Crosstabulation 
Verbally Aggressive 
1 I I I ( somewhat not I I extremely I 
not appropriate ( appropriate 1 neutral appropriate 1 Total 
I I I I 
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Type of Netwo~ 
Type of Network * Physically Aggressive 
Type of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Physically Aggressive 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
O h  within Physically Aggressive 
% of Total 
rota1 Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Physically Aggressive 
% of Total 
rype of Network National Count 
% within Type of Network 
O h  within Emtnly Attached 
% of Total 
Cable Count 
% within Type of Network 
% within Emtnly Attached 
% of Total 
rota1 Count 
O/O within Type of Network 
% within Emtnly Attached 
% of Total 
Total 
130 
100.0% 
76.9% 
76.9% 
39 
100.0% 
23.1% 
23.1% 
169 
100.0% 
100.0% 
100.0% 
Crosstabulation 
' Emotionally Attached Crosstabulation 
I 
Physically 
not appropriate 
130 
100.0% 
77.4% 
76.9% 
38 
97.4% 
22.6% 
22.5% 
168 
99.4% 
100.0% 
99.4% 
Emotionally Attached 
I I I I I 
Aggressive 
extremely appropriate 
0 
.O% 
.O% 
.OOh 
1 
2.6% 
100.0% 
.6% 
1 
.6% 
100.0% 
.6% 
I somewhat not I 1 somewhat I extremely I 
not appropriate 1 appropriate ( neutral I appropriate ( appropriate ( Total 
I I I I I 
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